Circular Cleveland in our Neighborhoods

Cleveland is transitioning from a linear to a circular economy. Discover projects already practicing the circular economy in your Cleveland neighborhoods.

Presenters:
- Morgan Taggart, Director, FARE - Food Access Raises Everyone
- Mark Tapajna, Ben Franklin Community Garden
- Trishelle Robinson, King’s Closet
- Deb Smith, Clean Garbage Recycling
- Joe Jerdonek, Coit Road Farmer’s Market
- Divya Sridhar, Manager of Sustainability and Climate Resiliency, Cleveland Neighborhood Progress

Detailed description:
A circular economy reduces waste and pollution, keeps products in use by reuse and repair and restores and renews nature. We can find many examples of the circular economy in each of our Cleveland
neighborhoods. In this session we will hear from recipients of this year’s Circular Cleveland Community Grants and learn what is already being done by our neighbors to transition Cleveland from a linear to a circular economy.

**Resources shared during the session:**
- [Ellen MacArthur Foundation](https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org), a global thought leader in the circular economy and a partner in Circular Cleveland.
- [Circular Cleveland](https://circularcleveland.org)
- [Neighborhood Connections](https://www.neighborhoodconnections.org)
- [NeighborUP grants](https://neighborup.clevelandnp.org)
- [Pitching In: Clevelanders take recycling into their own hands](https://pitchingin.org)
- [Clean Garbage Recycling Co-Op allows residents to do what the rest of Cleveland can’t: recycle](https://cleanrecycling.org)

**Email addresses & other contact info:**
- Morgan Taggart: [morgan@thefareproject.org](mailto:morgan@thefareproject.org)
- Mark Tapajna: [mtapajna@yahoo.com](mailto:mtapajna@yahoo.com)
- Trishelle Robinson: [rhubohio@gmail.com](mailto:rhubohio@gmail.com)
- Deb Smith: [ebussmith11@gmail.com](mailto:ebussmith11@gmail.com)
- Joe Jerdonek: [commlaser@gmail.com](mailto:commlaser@gmail.com)
- Divya Sridhar: [DSridhar@clevelandnp.org](mailto:DSridhar@clevelandnp.org)